Three-dimensional architecture of murine rod outer segments determined by cryoelectron tomography
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The rod outer segment (ROS) of photoreceptor cells houses all components necessary for phototransduction, a set of biochemical reactions that amplify and propagate a light signal. Theoretical approaches to quantify this process require precise information about the physical boundaries of the ROS. Dimensions of internal structures within the ROS of mammalian species have yet to be determined with the precision required for quantitative considerations. Cryoelectron tomography was utilized to obtain reliable three-dimensional morphological information about this important structure from murine retina. Vitrification of samples permitted imaging of the ROS in a minimally perturbed manner and the preservation of substructures. Tomograms revealed the characteristic highly organized arrangement of disc membranes stacked on top of one another with a surrounding plasma membrane. Distances among the various membrane components of the ROS were measured to define the space available for phototransduction to occur. Reconstruction of segments of the ROS from single-axis tilt series images provided a glimpse into the three-dimensional architecture of this highly differentiated neuron. The reconstructions revealed spacers that likely maintain the proper distance between adjacent discs and between discs and the plasma membrane. Spacers were found distributed throughout the discs, including regions that are distant from the rim region of discs.

Introduction

The venue for phototransduction, the process whereby a light stimulus is translated biochemically into an electrical signal, is the outer segment of rod and cone photoreceptor cells. Rods are highly differentiated cells with a cylindrical rod outer segment (ROS; Fig. 1). The ROS contains all components necessary for phototransduction and presents a remarkably well-ordered system of membranes. A ROS is composed of stacks of up to 2,000 discs surrounded by a plasma membrane (Daemen, 1973). The discs are shaped like flattened sacks that are made up of two lamellar membranes circumscribed by a hairpin rim region. Phototransduction is initiated in the discs by the absorption of a photon by rhodopsin and culminates in the closure of cyclic guanosine monophosphate–dependent ion channels located in the plasma membrane (Polans et al., 1996; Arshavsky et al., 2002). Whereas the integrity of the highly ordered structure of the ROS is critical to the fidelity of this signaling process, little is known about how this organization is maintained.

Changes in the structure of the ROS can lead to retinal dystrophies. Mouse models have provided many insights into understanding phototransduction and retinal dystrophies. Many mouse strains are available with naturally occurring mutations that lead to retinal dystrophies like rd and rds mice (for reviews see Chang et al., 2002; Dalke and Graw, 2005). Models of human retinal dystrophies have been created by genetic engineering in the form of transgenics, knockout, and knock-in methodologies (Dejnkea et al., 2003). Moreover, mouse models of retinal dystrophies provide a method for testing various genetic and pharmacological therapies to combat diseases leading to blindness (Batten et al., 2005). Detailed morphological information from the native ROS, particularly from mice, will be important to understand mechanisms underlying phototransduction and retinal dystrophies.

EM studies have contributed substantially to our current understanding of the ROS structure. One of the earliest EM studies on the ROS was performed by Sjöstrand (1949) on samples from guinea pig. The most extensively studied ROS system comes from amphipathic sources. EM studies have revealed conserved features of the ROS among vertebrates (Fig. 1 b; Daemen, 1973), which are likely to share similar mechanisms for structure maintenance. EM studies have also revealed differences...
among vertebrate ROS structures. The diameter of discs, number of stacked discs, and length of the ROS is much greater in amphibians (e.g., frogs and mudpuppies) compared with mammals. The number and depth of incisures, which are invaginations at the periphery of discs, is also variable among species. Rodent and bovine discs display only a single incisure, whereas amphibian discs can have as many as 30 deeply penetrating incisures (Wald et al., 1963; Rosenkranz, 1977; Papermaster et al., 1978).

Dimensions of the interior space of the ROS have been determined from EM studies for many different species (Table I). Reports from the frog are by far the most abundant. Measurements for murine photoreceptors are not present in the literature. Variations are observed among measurements obtained for the same species, which may reflect differences that can arise from preparatory demands inherent to EM methods. Accurate measurements for the dimension of the intricate membrane system within the ROS are necessary to provide a proper framework in which to carry out theoretical studies on phototransduction (Lamb and Pugh, 1992; Andreucci et al., 2003; Holcman and Korenblut, 2004).

In this study, cryoelectron tomography (ET [cryo-ET]) was used to visualize the detailed morphology of the ROS from the retina of mice in three dimensions. Cryo-ET combines optimal structure preservation with the advantage of three-dimensional imaging (Dubochet et al., 1988; Grunewald et al., 2003; Nickell et al., 2006). Tomograms of vitrified samples of the ROS revealed the existence of spacer structures connecting adjacent discs at locations not observed previously in the ROS of other species. The distances between the membranes comprising the ROS were determined from micrographs to provide an accurate framework for the space within which phototransduction occurs.

Results

Highly enriched and structurally preserved ROS preparations were obtained from murine retina as described previously (Liang et al., 2003). Samples of purified ROS were vitrified by rapid freezing in liquid ethane. Micrographs of vitrified samples displayed characteristic features of the ROS (Fig. 1 a). The organization of discs exhibited a high degree of order (Fig. 2). Other organelles such as the cilium that connects the ROS to the rod inner segment and mitochondria that reside in the rod inner segment also were detected in some micrographs (Fig. 1, c and d).

Multiple single-axis tilt series were recorded of vitrified samples of ROS (Video 1, available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200612010/DC1) to compute three-dimensional reconstructions (representative tomograms of a ROS are shown in Figs. 3 and S1). An isosurface representation of the ROS was created from the reconstructed tomogram to provide a three-dimensional view of the structure (Figs. 4 and S2). Distance measurements between different membrane structures in the ROS recorded from cryoelectron tomograms are illustrated in Fig. 5 and reported in Table I. Mean distance measurements were obtained from three datasets and were consistent among the different datasets.

The volume of the ROS cytoplasm and a single disc was calculated based on measurements determined from cryoelectron tomograms (Table II). The mean length and diameter of murine ROS have been estimated to be 23.8 μm and 1.32 μm, respectively, and each ROS contains a mean of 810 discs (Liang et al., 2004). The interior volume of a ROS was calculated to be $32 \times 10^{-12}$ ml. This interior space will be occupied by the cytoplasm and discs. The volumes of the intradisc space and disc membranes were calculated to be $5 \times 10^{-15}$ ml and $22 \times 10^{-15}$ ml, respectively. Each disc occupies $27 \times 10^{-15}$ ml of space, and all discs together will occupy $22 \times 10^{-12}$ ml of space in the ROS. The cytoplasm occupies the remaining $10 \times 10^{-12}$ ml of space in the ROS. The cytoplasm in murine ROS represents 31% of the space inside a ROS. This value is lower than the estimated 50% occupancy of amphibian ROS by the cytoplasm (Peet et al., 2004).

The density of disc membranes was not uniform in tomograms (Fig. 4 b), exhibiting areas of high density (Fig. 4 B, dark yellow) and areas of low density (Fig. 4 B, light yellow). The high density regions represented 71% of the disc volume, whereas the low density regions represented the remaining 29% of the disc volume (Fig. 6). The difference in density likely arises from the nonuniform distribution of rhodopsin, which accounts for 90% of all proteins in discs (Filipek et al., 2003; Palczewski, 2006) in disc membranes. Each murine retina has been estimated to contain $6.4 \times 10^{9}$ rod photoreceptor cells (Jeon et al., 1998) and 527 pmol of rhodopsin (Liang et al., 2004). Thus, the total calculated volumes of disc membranes and the ROS cytoplasm in the retina will be $114 \times 10^{-6}$ ml and $64 \times 10^{-6}$ ml, respectively. Rhodopsin is then present at a concentration of 4.62 mM in disc.
membranes and at a concentration of 8.23 mM with respect to the ROS cytoplasm. The density of rhodopsin in the disc membrane is estimated to be 24,102 molecules/μm² on average or up to 34,000 molecules/μm² in high density patches.

The isosurface representation of tomograms also revealed spacer structures that connect discs to the plasma membrane and to adjacent discs (Fig. 4). The spacers between adjacent discs were seen not only at the rim region but also at the lamellar regions of the discs. Such spacers were distributed throughout the discs at a mean density of 492 ± 134 molecules/μm² (n = 18). The size of spacers was heterogeneous, and they had a mean estimated mass of 500 ± 100 kD. This mass was calculated by determining the mean volume of 125 spacers and assuming a protein density of 1.3 g/cm³. The missing information in Fourier space as the result of a limited tilt range of specimens (i.e., missing wedge; Lucic et al., 2005) was not taken into account in the calculation of the mass of spacers. Spacers were observed independent of the orientation of the missing wedge.

Discussion

The challenge in studying the ultrastructure of the ROS is the preservation of the native state of the membrane structure and of macromolecules. This challenge is reflected in the variations observed in distance measurements between membrane structures of the ROS obtained from conventional EM studies (Table I).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Disc</th>
<th>Single disc membrane</th>
<th>Intradisc space</th>
<th>Interdisc space</th>
<th>Disc-disc</th>
<th>Rim, outer diameter</th>
<th>Distances between rims</th>
<th>PM</th>
<th>Disc-PM</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Published distances</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chick</td>
<td>18–23</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>29–30</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Godfrey, 1973; Corless et al., 1987a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Guinea pig 6–28 3–9 0–10 4–20 10–48 ND ND ND ND |

Human 22.5 6.5 9.5 10 32.5 ND ND ND ND Missotten, 1964 |

Monkey 15–20 4 7–12 11 32 ND ND 5 ND Cohen, 1961; Dowling, 1965 |

Mudpuppy 10–14 5 0–4 15 27 ND ND ND ND Brown et al., 1963; Wald et al., 1963 |

Perch 24 8 8 8 32 ND ND ND ND Finean et al., 1953; Sjostrand, 1953 |

Pigeon 11–13 ND ND 14–18 27–28 ND ND ND ND Cohen, 1963 |

Rabbit 10–13 4–7 0–2 11–30 19–24 ND ND ND ND De Robertis and Lasansky, 1958; Sjostrand and Nilsson, 1964; Townes-Anderson et al., 1988 |

Rat ND 8–9 ND ND (33) ND ND ND ND Gras and Worthington, 1969; Leeson, 1970 |

Squirrel 13 ND ND ND 22 ND ND ND ND Cohen, 1964 |

Toad 11 4 3 5 16 ND ND ND ND Lasansky and De Robertis, 1960 |

Distances from this study |

Mouse 21 ± 1 8 ± 1 4 ± 1 14 ± 3 35c 26 ± 2 7 ± 1 7 ± 1 17 ± 4 This study |

PM, plasma membrane. Measured distances (A–I) from this study are illustrated in Fig. 5: A, disc; B, single disc membrane; C, intradisc space; D, interdisc space; E, disc-disc; F, rim, outer diameter; G, distances between rims; H, plasma membrane; I, disc-plasma membrane.

aValues in parentheses were derived from x-ray diffraction studies.

bMean distances are shown with the SD. Distances were measured from three data sets. A total of 50 positions were measured to compute each mean. The number of positions measured in each data set is as follows: 20, 15, and 15. To increase the signal to noise ratio, a mean over 10 neighboring pixels was calculated perpendicular to the segment at each position.
cValue was calculated from measured distances of A (disc) and D (interdisc space).
The reported measurements were variable even for the same species, which highlights the risk of artifacts associated with conventionally prepared samples that can compromise the reliability of quantifications. In transmission EM (TEM) studies, samples are often chemically fixed, dehydrated, embedded, sectioned, and heavy metal stained, which can introduce artifacts (Rosenkranz, 1970). The osmolarity of buffers used at various stages of sample preparation as well as the dehydration required for plastic embedding can have considerable effects on distances between disc membranes (Heller et al., 1971; Blaurock and Wilkins, 1972; Falk and Fatt, 1973; Korenbrot et al., 1973). Also, the choice of fixatives and stains can alter the structure and dimensions of membranes in the ROS (Cohen, 1963; Godfrey, 1973; Nir and Pease, 1975). Freeze fracture or freeze etch studies avoid some of the problems associated with TEM sample preparations. However, samples still undergo some processing, such as fracturing and metal shadowing, which can also result in artifacts and difficulties in obtaining accurate quantitative data (Clark and Branton, 1968).

Cryo-ET avoids most of the potential pitfalls associated with conventional EM preparatory steps because blotting and vitrification are the only processing steps that samples are subjected to. Thus, preparatory steps in cryo-ET are minimally invasive. Vitrification aids in the preservation of the native state of macromolecules because vitrified water is amorphous in character like liquid water and keeps samples hydrated (Dubochet et al., 1988). Despite these advances over conventional EM methods, cryo-ET is not free from all potential sources of the native state disruption of samples. Cells and lipid vesicles studied by cryo-ET undergo varying degrees of compression that may arise from the capillary forces introduced during the blotting procedure (Dierksen et al., 1995; Grimm et al., 1996, 1998; Frangakis et al., 2002; Nickell et al., 2003). The compression of samples reduces the thickness of samples and can result in the collapse of the cell structure in some instances (Grimm et al., 1998).

The murine ROS represents one of the largest structures to be studied by cryo-ET so far. ROS from mice have a diameter of 0.85–1.4 μm (Liang et al., 2003, 2004), which places this structure at the size limit for study by cryo-ET without sectioning. The ROS appears to undergo some compression, as indicated in Fig. 1 a, where the left half of the ROS is obscured as a result of the thickness of the sample in that area. Compression of discs may lead to breakage at one edge in some instances (Fig. S3, available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200612010/DC1). The high degree of order exhibited by discs, the consistency of quantitative measurements, and the conservation of features highlighted in this study among all datasets analyzed suggest that the native state of the ROS in analyzed datasets has been preserved in large part.

Measurements of distances between membranes of the ROS obtained in this study are similar to some of the reported values obtained from other species, including amphibians (Table I). Distances between adjacent discs and between disc rims and the plasma membrane may be conserved across all species. The thickness of a single disc membrane measured from cryo-ET micrographs is the same as that determined from atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies on murine ROS discs (Fotiadis et al., 2003; Liang et al., 2003) and bovine ROS discs (Sapra et al., 2006). Similar to cryo-ET, AFM imaging in buffer solution allows for studies on samples in a near-native state. The thickness of a single disc membrane was 8 nm from cryo-ET images.
This thickness likely derives from the length of rhodopsin molecules rather than lipids because a lipid bilayer devoid of proteins is typically \( \approx 4 \) nm in thickness (Liang et al., 2003; Sapra et al., 2006). The agreement of cryo-ET data with AFM data demonstrates the reliability of measurements made from cryo-ET micrographs.

Tomographic reconstructions provide three-dimensional information about the ROS structure (Figs. 3 and 4). The interplay between electron dose and the level of noise that accompanies the signal sets the resolution limit in cryo-ET (Henderson, 2004; Lucic et al., 2005). Radiation damage of the specimen limits the electron dose, which leads to low contrast and a low signal to noise ratio in tomograms. The tomograms analyzed contain information up to the resolution limit of \( \approx 3–5 \) nm, which is determined by the instrumentation and reconstruction procedure. However, the resolution in ROS tomograms will be lower than the resolution limit because of the noise level.

The resolution of tomograms was not sufficient to detect individual rhodopsin molecules in the disc membrane. The non-uniform density of the disc membranes suggests that rhodopsin is heterogeneously distributed in the membrane (Fig. 6). Regions that display no density are also present in the disc membrane. These areas are indistinguishable from the density of the surrounding buffer solution and may represent holes in the membrane. The nature of these density-free regions requires further investigation.

Rhodopsin, like other G protein–coupled receptors, likely form dimers or higher order oligomers (Park et al., 2004; Kota et al., 2006; Mansoor et al., 2006). AFM measurements and power spectra recorded from TEM micrographs of negatively stained isolated disc membranes suggest that rhodopsin oligomers can exist in paracrystalline arrays (Fotiadis et al., 2003; Liang et al., 2003). In contrast, power spectra measured from discs in tomograms of the ROS gave no indication of a paracrystalline arrangement of rhodopsin. The propensity of rhodopsin to form paracrystalline arrays under native conditions and the proportion of discs within a ROS that display this arrangement requires further investigation.

The rim region of discs can maintain contact with the plasma membrane and proper spacing along the length of the ROS even in the absence of the lamellar region of discs destroyed either by osmotic pressure or treatment with osmium tetroxide and Tris (Falk and Fatt, 1969; Cohen, 1971). Sporadic reports have been made of spacer structures connecting adjacent discs and connecting the rim region of discs to the plasma membrane in EM micrographs of ROS from species including the frog, toad, eel, rabbit, cow, and rat (Usukura and Yamada, 1981; Roof and Heuser, 1982; Corless and Schneider, 1987; Corless et al., 1987b; Townes-Anderson et al., 1988; Miyaguchi et al., 1992; Kajimura et al., 2000). Spacers reported in these studies were localized mainly to the rim region and incisures of discs and may play a role in anchoring the rim region of discs in their position. Such spacers are sensitive to the fixation procedures, and their presence seems to depend on the preparatory procedures used (Corless et al., 1987b; Townes-Anderson et al., 1988). Spacers appear to be flexible and can be stretched up to 30 nm before breaking (Roof and Heuser, 1982). Spacers connecting the rim region of discs to the plasma membrane appear to have different characteristics compared with those connecting adjacent discs (Roof and Heuser, 1982; Miyaguchi et al., 1992; Kajimura et al., 2000).

Lamellar regions of discs are flexible and prone to deformations. Reports of spacer structures in this region are largely absent. In the few instances in which such structures were observed, they occurred less frequently than those found at the rim region (Usukura and Yamada, 1981; Roof and Heuser, 1982).
Table II. Quantitative parameters for murine ROS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter description</th>
<th>Parameter value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean length of ROS</td>
<td>23.8 μm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean diameter of ROS</td>
<td>1.32 μm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean diameter of disc</td>
<td>1.27 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean number of discs per ROS</td>
<td>810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of ROS per eye</td>
<td>6.4 x 10⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount of rhodopsin per eye</td>
<td>527 pmol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total interior volume of ROS</td>
<td>3.2 x 10⁻¹³ mL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(cytoplasm volume + total disc volume)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume of intradisc space (single disc)</td>
<td>5 x 10⁻¹⁵ mL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume of disc membranes (single disc)</td>
<td>22 x 10⁻¹⁵ mL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume of ROS cytoplasm</td>
<td>10 x 10⁻¹² mL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface area of single disc membrane</td>
<td>1.27 μm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentration of rhodopsin in disc membrane</td>
<td>8.23 mM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of rhodopsin in disc membrane</td>
<td>24,102 molecules/μm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of spacers in disc membrane²</td>
<td>492 molecules/μm²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹Value obtained from Liang et al. (2004).
²Value obtained from Jeon et al. (1998).
³The mean density of spacers was determined from two data sets and a sampling of 18 discs.

In contrast, our tomograms of the ROS display spacer structures linking adjacent discs to be distributed throughout the disc rather than concentrated at the periphery of the disc (Fig. S4, available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200612010/DC1). Part of the difference between our results and those reported by others may relate to variability in the number and depth of incisures observed among different species. Most studies have been performed in frogs, in which the discs have many incisures that constitute a large surface area. On the other hand, discs from mice have only a single incisure (Cohen, 1960). If spacers were localized exclusively in the rim region and in the incisures of discs in mice, the lamellar area would be without the proper support to maintain the precise stacking of the discs. Spacers may be distributed throughout the disc surface from murine ROS to facilitate the absence of a large number of deeply penetrating incisures. Alternatively, spacers connecting the lamellar regions of adjacent discs may be more susceptible to disruption by conventional EM preparatory steps and, therefore, have gone undetected, for the most part, until now because of the preservation afforded by vitrification.

The molecular identity of proteins comprising spacer structures is unknown. The spacers are required to span a distance of 14 nm between adjacent discs and 17 nm between the rim region of discs and the plasma membrane. A fairly large macromolecular complex would be needed to provide the bridge between adjacent discs in the lamellar regions with a mass in the range of ~500 kD. The spacers are likely composed of a complex of proteins, and spacers in different regions may have different molecular compositions. The protein or protein complexes that comprise the spacers will be present at a level that is ~49 times less than that of rhodopsin. No structural proteins have been implicated yet in the lamellar region of discs. All characterized structural proteins to date are localized to the disc periphery or incisure regions. Proteins involved in spacer complexes may include peripherin-2 and ROM-1, which are members of the tetraspanin family of proteins. Both proteins have been implicated as structural components required for the maintenance of ROS morphology and disc stacking. The importance of these proteins in maintaining the regular structure of the ROS, peripherin in particular, is revealed in rd5 mice homozygous for the disrupted peripherin gene. Homozygous mice fail to develop ROS, and heterozygous mice produce highly disorganized disc structures (Kedzierski et al., 2001). Peripherin associates through intramolecular and intermolecular disulfide bonds with itself and with ROM-1 to form a mixture of homomers and heterotetramers (Goldberg and Molday, 2000; Loewen and Molday, 2000).

Rod photoreceptors also contain a set of glutamic acid–rich proteins (GARPs) that may be another component of spacer complexes. EM images show that GARPs appear to be localized in the rim region and incisures of discs in close proximity to guanylate cyclase and ABCR. GARPs have been proposed to organize a dynamic protein complex between the cyclic guanosine monophosphate–gated channels in the plasma membrane and peripherin in the rim region of discs, thereby playing a role...
in maintaining the distance between the rim region of the disc and the plasma membrane (Korschen et al., 1999; Poetsch et al., 2001). Soluble GARPs have been proposed to form a complex with the peripherin-2–ROM-1 complex to bridge the rim region of adjacent discs (Batra-Safferling et al., 2006). GARPs have been shown to be unstructured and flexible, a feature that would be beneficial for spacer structures to accommodate minor changes in the structure of the discs.

Concluding remarks
This study on murine ROS is a first step in applying cryo-ET to the visual system, and further advancements in this emerging technology will provide even greater details and resolution of this important visual structure. Vitrification of samples allowed visualization of the ROS and disc membranes in a minimally perturbed state without the processing steps involved in conventional EM approaches. Reconstruction of single-axis tilt series images permitted a three-dimensional rendering of a region of the ROS that included the plasma membrane and disc membranes. Spacer structures have been observed that likely play a role in maintaining the ordered spacing between adjacent discs and between discs and the plasma membrane. Precise assignment of distances between various membrane components of the ROS was possible because of the noninvasive and close-to-life state of sample preservation. As a result, a blueprint of the ROS with precise distance measurements has been obtained. This blueprint provides both physical constraints within which phototransduction can occur and a framework within which the organization of proteins can be understood. With such a framework in hand, improved theoretical approaches can be used to obtain more accurate quantitative descriptions of the signaling process (Andreucci et al., 2003; Holcman and Korenbrot, 2004).

Materials and methods

Isolation of ROS from mouse retina
C57BL/6 mice were obtained from The Jackson Laboratory. All procedures were performed under dim red light. Mice were maintained in darkness overnight before being killed. Retinal tissue from 15 mice (~8 wk old) were placed in 300 μl of 8% (vol/vol) OptiPrep (Nycomed) in Ringer’s buffer (10 mM Hepes, 130 mM NaCl, 3.6 mM KCl, 2.4 mM MgCl2, 1.2 mM CaCl2, and 0.02 mM EDTA, pH 7.4). The solution was vortexed at maximum speed for 1 min, and the sample was then centrifuged at 238 g for 1 min. The supernatant was removed and stored on ice. The pellet was resuspended in 40 μl of solution containing 8% OptiPrep in Ringer’s buffer, and the vortexing and centrifugation procedure was repeated as described above. This sequence was repeated five times. Supernatant from each spin was pooled and layered on a 10–30% (vol/vol) continuous gradient of OptiPrep in 12 ml of Ringer’s buffer. The gradient was centrifuged for 30 min at 26,500 g. Intact ROS migrates as a second peak at 40,000–100,000 e/nm². The resulting pellet contained intact ROS. ET was blotted with filter paper and immediately plunged into liquid ethane pretreated with a mixture of 5–25 nm of gold bead markers. Excess liquid was removed and the sample was then centrifuged at 238 g for 1 min. The supernatant was removed and stored on ice. The pellet was resuspended in 300 μl of OptiPrep in 12 ml of Ringer’s buffer, and the resulting suspension was used to prepare the EM grids.

ET
An aliquot of ROS was applied to grids covered with holey carbon film pretreated with a mixture of 5–25 nm of gold bead markers. Excess liquid was blotted with filter paper and immediately plunged into liquid ethane (Dubochet et al., 1988). Grids were transferred into liquid nitrogen and mounted on single-tilt cryoholders. ET was performed using a CM300 FEG electron microscope (Philips) and a Tecnai Polara G² electron microscope (FEI) working at an accelerating voltage of 300 kV and equipped with a postcolumn energy filter (GIF 2002, Gatan, Inc.) operated in the zero-loss mode. Single-axis tilt series were recorded ranging typically from ~65 to 65° with 1–2° increments. Electron micrographs, each covering 2,048 × 2,048 pixels, were recorded at magnifications between 20,000 and 40,000× with a pixel size at the specimen level of 0.5–1.1 nm. The defocus was set to between ~4 and ~6 μm unless otherwise noted, resulting in a first zero of the phase-contrast transfer function between 3 and 5 nm. All tomographic data acquisition steps were performed by fully automated procedures under strict low-dose conditions. Accumulative doses for recording the tilt series were ~40,000–100,000 e/nm².

Image processing
All image processing steps were performed using the TOM software toolbox [Nickell et al., 2005]. Images of individual tilt series were aligned with each other using colloidal gold beads as marker points added before cryofixation. Markers were picked interactively on a graphics display, and their coordinates were used to compute the alignment parameters. Alignment and three-dimensional reconstruction was performed by weighted backprojection. A total of 10 tomographic datasets were analyzed. Tomograms shown in Figs. 3 and S1 are representative of the datasets analyzed. Visualization and isosurface representations of the tomograms were generated with Amira software (Mercury Computer Systems, Inc.). Individual components found in the isosurface images were segmented manually. The isosurface threshold was determined for each component separately. A mean isosurface value was computed for each component by probing at 20 or more positions. This mean isosurface value was then used as the threshold value.

Online supplemental material
Fig. S1 is an electron tomogram of vitrified ROS obtained from a different dataset than that represented in Fig. 3. Fig. S2 is an isosurface representation of a selected area from the electron tomogram of a ROS shown in Fig. S1. Fig. S3 is a cryoelectron micrograph showing compressed ROS discs. Fig. S4 is a schematic showing the distribution of spacers in discs. Video 1 shows a single-axis tilt series for a ROS. Video 2 shows an electron tomogram and isosurface representation of a ROS. Online supplemental material is available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200612010/DC1.
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